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LinkedIn is now the world’s largest job board – bar none.  LinkedIn didn’t start out to dominate the job board industry – but 7 years 

later they certainly do and that’s extremely good news for you – job hunter.  You don’t have to find a job posted on LinkedIn to get 

hired.  Instead, you want to be found! 

In the past year, 50-million jobs were filled in the United States  –  almost all without a job posting!  The jobs weren’t posted because 

of a change in the way employers hunt for candidates.  Today, employers can’t deal with the avalanche of resumes they would get if 

they posted the jobs.  So they are relying on a brand new digital armory to find the handful of “most qualified” recruits that they want 

to interview. 

Employers have gone digital!   This move makes things easier for job hunters!  Any candidate with the right digital skills has more 

power and more opportunity to find and land a job than they have ever had before. 

With more than 120 million registered users, LinkedIn is the world's de facto job board and is widely used by recruiters and job 

seekers alike.  

Today, LinkedIn is your first interview, and that interview happens without you been present.  The biggest 

challenge with LinkedIn, he cautions, is that most job hunters don't know how to use it effectively. Many users, for 

instance, post their entire resume on LinkedIn instead of capturing a recruiter's interest with some key words and 

saving the "meat" for an in-person meeting. Those key words will make your name pop up when recruiters are 

looking for someone with your title, skills or experience.  If you put some thought in to the construction of your 

LinkedIn Profile you’ll have tons of employers throwing themselves at you.   

– David Perry, coauthor, Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters 3.0 

 

"FREE Audio CD Gets You Hired, 
Even with Unemployment at 8.4% ... click here!" 

 

http://www.gm4jh.com/freecd/
http://www.gm4jh.com/freecd/
http://www.gm4jh.com/freecd/
http://www.gm4jh.com/freecd/
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Day 1 

On the 1
st
 day of Xmas --- Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters  revealed to me:   

A plan with a very clear goal 

 
Clarity of purpose is both energizing and enabling.    Your plan must be clear and detailed in 
every way. It must also be: 
 

 Clever, 

 Results driven, 

 Marketing oriented, 

 Inexpensive to execute, 

 Realistic, and 

 Achievable. 
 

 

Clever - That‘s because the most qualified job hunter is rarely the one who gets hired.  

The inevitably goes to the person who goes out of their way to position themselves as the 
solution to an employer‘s problem.  Often the employer doesn‘t realize they have a problem 
and it‘s your job to bring that to their attention.  Fortunately you can use LinkedIn to 
investigate your fit well in advance of every making an approach.   
 

Results Driven - You must measure your progress.  You need to do this so that you‘ll understand how close you are to achieving 

your goal and stay motivated and committed to your plan.  Measuring requires tracking the metrics which drive you to your finish line.   
There are tools that have been invented by people like Jason Alba that allow you to track your progress and drive your job search over the 
finish line. 

 

http://www.gm4jh.com/
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Marketing oriented  

Because the market is geared toward those who effectively brand and market themselves as the ultimate commodity across multiple 
distribution channels. Winning the War for Talent requires you to become great at guerrilla marketing yourself.   Looking for a job is a sales 
and marketing activity where you‘re the product. 
 

Inexpensive to execute  

In 1997, Tom Peters introduced the concept of ―Brand U‖ in his book Re-Imagine! At the time, self-branding was an assertive marketing 
concept best reserved for high-flying techies and senior executives who wanted to maximize the financial returns of their biggest asset—
their career.  Today personal branding is a matter of survival.  Here‘s how to brand yourself for free. 
 

Realistic  

 Knowing what you want to do is great.  Combining that with what you‘re ‗qualified‖ to do is the secret.  You may be pleasantly surprised at 
how your current skill-set maps to other industries.  For a clear picture of what‘s possible with your skill-set I suggest you visit America‘s 
Career InfoNet.  If you‘re not qualified for what you want to do, then get moving and determine how you can become qualified.   In my 28 
years of recruiting, the biggest problem I‘ve run into is that people aren‘t realistic – especially the unemployed.  You‘re setting for 
disappointment if you apply for jobs you‘re not qualified to do.  Sometimes you may have to take a temporary step backwards to move 
forward in a new career BUT the sooner you start the sooner you‘ll hit your goal.  If this even remotely applies to you then you need to 
make one New Years Resolution – and it‘s to yourself – I will check out America‘s Career InfoNet. 

Achievable - Knowing the exact title and function of the future role you want gives you a realistic goal with no excuses.  Get 

specific.  The more detailed the better.  Nothing is more important to your success than a clear ―picture‖ of your goal.  If you can envision 
your dream job AND you‘re qualified to do it then you can find it.  With a specific goal in mind you can organize your job search and 
networking efforts with a laser like focus.  Yes some people are lucky and fall into great jobs but luck [as Tom Peters says] is so 
unpredictable.   The dramatic changes we‘re witnessing in the marketplace mean that the tried-and-true methods of finding a job will no 
longer suffice. Those old ways should remain a part of your plan, however by themselves they don‘t provide the horsepower to get the 
heightened attention of employers. 

 

 

 

http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/03/why_you_need_to.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/11/you_inc_persona.html
http://www.acinet.org/acinet/
http://www.acinet.org/acinet/
http://www.tompeters.com/entries.php?note=009406.php
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Day 2 

On the 2
nd
 day of Christmas --- Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me:  

Two strategies to crack the hidden job market 

Focus all your time and effort on the companies you‘ve identified as being the Tier 1 buyers of your product - you.  Anything else is a waste of your time, 

energy and money.  Target your campaign at those companies where you know you can help solve a problem.  Nothing beats a direct approach for speed 

and accuracy.  We are in a recession and employers have different hiring expectations. The direct approach has replaced networking as the best 

way to break into the hidden job market – without the barriers you‘re currently facing from the HR Department. 

 
The hidden job-market isn‘t really hidden.  It‘s just not in plain sight.  It‘s referred to as the hidden job-market because of the way jobs are created and filled.  

Most jobs are created in a company in one of three ways.   

1. The company is growing and it is a new strategic hire; 

2. Someone quits, leaving a vacancy [attrition is every job hunters friend]; or  

3. Someone is being replaced and the employer doesn‘t want the employees to know about it. 

 

When the company is growing, the owner, president, or someone else may know they need to hire but haven‘t initiated the process.  They may not have 

had the time.  They may not quite have the budget.  They may not want to go through the hassle of advertising and interviewing.  They also may not want 

to alert their competition to a new product or program.  So while the need is real, the job itself remains hidden inside the hiring manager‘s head.   

When someone quits, managers will first decide if they can eliminate the job, or combine it with another position.   Needing a new person, they will look 

inside their organization to see whom they can promote into the role.  If they can‘t find anyone they‘ll likely ask their co-workers for referrals.  If that doesn‘t 

work, depending on the size of the company they may opt to run an ad through HR, or hire a head-hunter.    

Companies will contact a head-hunter when secrecy is required because ―loose-lips-sink-ships‖ and the recruiter can conduct a search without anyone 

ever knowing. 

http://www.gm4jh.com/
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2005/11/i_can_see_clear.html
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In all of these cases, the job remains hidden to the outside world for weeks if not months.  Hence the term ―hidden‖ job-market.   

The only way for you to access the hidden job-market successfully is to reach out to the hiring managers directly before they opt to go the 

advertising or HR route OR ask their buddies for referrals.  The hidden job-market is your private laboratory to test out the best methods for finding 

your dream job.  Now let‘s look at two of the Top 10 Strategies Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters use to access the hidden job market. 

 

Job Search Strategy # 1 – Targeted Research   

One quick way to discover new opportunities is by doing structured search engine queries. And it‘s fairly easy to do.   Here‘s how to do targeted research, 

step by step using Google and then LinkedIn. 

Step #1 

Develop a target list of companies you want to work for.  

That list of companies is your baseline query for your 

search.   Now, here‘s how you get the list.  Below is an 

example using Google.com in which you want to work in 

―advertising‖ in New York City. 

1. When you do targeted research, generally 

you concentrate on an industry or a 

geographic preference (in this case, New 

York City).  Substitute your city for your 

search.   

2. You need to find the names of all the advertising companies in New York.  There are easy ways to do this using the Net.  Go to Google. 
www.google.com and type the following words in the ―advanced‖ option box in Google.  The search string shown below instructs Google to 
search for a directory of advertising firms in New York or a conference on advertising held in New York.  We want this list to garner leads for 
companies.  Your text needs to be filled in just like it is in the illustration above.   

http://gm4jh.com/
http://www.google.com/
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My search returned many hits including one for AD:TECH  ―The Event for 

Interactive Marketing‖.  This is a conference held in New York for the 

Advertising industry.  There were also hits for directories of advertising 

companies in New York, complete with web site addresses, phone 

numbers, and profiles of the owners. 

I did the same search in LinkedIn but I wanted to know who I knew rather 

than looking for a directory of the companies there.  The search looked like 

the one to the right.  You‘ll notice that on top of clicking off the box for 

―Greater New York City Area‖, I also restricted the search to ―Marketing and 

Advertising‖ firms as well as ―Internet Firms‖.  As you can see I have 87 

people in my network – just at Rocket Fuels alone.  Good start.  You may 

choose to cast a wider or smaller net.  I prefer on most searches to go wide 

and then hone in.   

 

Step #2 Find People Who Can Hire You: 

Once you have a target list of companies to work with, you need to find out who the people are in those companies that can actually hire you.  A good 

headhunter would pick up the telephone. You might not be so inclined, so here‘s another way to accomplish your objective. 

Go to each company‘s web site or click through to the ―Company Profile‖ page on LinkedIn.  Gather the names of the people who can say yes.  Those 

people are the ―YES‖ executives who are empowered to hire you.  Human resource people can generally only say “NO!” unless you‘re a human resources 

professional.  If you‘re lucky, every web site will identify their senior executives, including names, titles, phone numbers, career summaries and sometimes 

email and photos!  Web information should be up-to-the-minute accurate, but I would call the receptionist and confirm it to be certain.     

For this example I’m looking for a sales position.  Therefore I’ll seek to locate the VP of Sales, VP Sales & Marketing, VP Marketing or General Manager. 
You need focus your research on the functional areas of interest that are critical for your search. 

If you‘re experiencing difficulty finding names, then go back to Google‘s advanced search box and type in the company name in the first box and (Vice 

President Sales Marketing Director)in the third
 
box.  By-the-way, you don‘t need to place the words in brackets and don‘t put in any commas or punctuation.   
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That search string will bring you:  
 All the people who are, or have ever been, VPs OR President OR Directors of Sales and/or Marketing for that company. 

 The resumes of a whole pile of people from that company whom you may be able to phone to coax information from them. 

 

LinkedIn will bring you back similar results BUT to get those results, your target contact has to have a LinkedIn profile and NOT everybody does – yet!   

Once you have the name of the individual who is one rung up the ladder from the job you want, process their name through Google again.  This time you 

put their first and last name in the first box and the company name in the third box. 

This will produce a list of press releases, and news articles in which they are mentioned, as well as conferences they‘ve attended.  Some people link this 

information to their LinkedIn profile BUT very few remember.  Read an article or two and clip something memorable to use in your Narrow Cast letter. 

When you send them the letter, you‘ll be able to say.  ―I read your article in… [fill in the blank] about… [fill in the blank] which prompted me to write.‖  Very 

powerful. 

 

Job Search Strategy # 2 – Targeted Networking 

 

Today networking can either be the shortest route to your dream job or a lengthy series of unsatisfying lunches – the difference lies in how you approach it.  

Follow this link where I show you how a Guerrilla job-hunter would network.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gm4jh.com/the-12-days-of-christmas-job-hunting-2010-day-2/
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Day 3 

On the 3rd of Xmas --- Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me:  

The 3 R„s nf jnb-hunting! 

 
In grade school we learned the 3 Rs of Reading, wRriting and aRithmetic.  Those 

were our most important lessons [ok so I‘m dating myself].  For job-hunters it‘s 

Research, Relevancy, and Resiliency which will deliver an A+ interview. 

Research 

LinkedIn makes doing research easy with the built in search functions too numerous 

to articulate here.  If you know which industry you want to focus in on then do a 

quick search for it.  It‘s Christmas time so I was looking for a company that hires 

Santa Clauses.    You can see that the first two are an exact match for my needs. 

Now it‘s worthwhile experimenting with the search function so you can get at the 

information you‘re looking for quickly.  Click here for a quick tutorial on the use of 

Boolean search strings .  A free account gives you plenty of options.    

Relevancy 

For your skills to be of any value you to you – they must fit an employer‘s needs.  

The skills that are of value map to an employer‘s hot buttons [their corporate 

weaknesses – this could be sales, market development, research ops].  Remember 

http://preview.tinyurl.com/y9gpvfa
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/10/the_3_rs_of_suc.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/10/the_3_rs_of_suc.html
http://help.linkedin.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/302
http://help.linkedin.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/302
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/10/the_3_rs_of_suc_1.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/10/the_3_rs_of_suc_1.html
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it‘s not about you it‘s about THEM!    At the core employers‘ initially only want to know three things about you: 

 Can you make me money? 
 Save me money? and/or 
 Increase our efficiencies? 

 

As global competitiveness increases, employers will be looking for all three of the above.  Make sure you not only use key words to be found by people 

who are looking for people like you BUT also ensure you use terms that describe your accomplishments in $$$  and %%% which are meaningful to hiring 

managers and recruiters.  Answer the 3 previous questions and you will! . 

Resiliency 

re·sil·ien·cy –The act of resiling, springing back, or rebounding; as, the resilience of a ball.   For our purposes, resiliency quite simply is the ability to take 

disappointment or ―take a hit‖ as Vince Lombardi would say, and get up, and keep going.    

You know full well that if you were at work and you ran into an obstacle that prevented you from launching a new product or reaching a key client for 

information that was going to help you be more successful on the job, you‘d find a way around it or through it.  Put another way, if you found out you had 

the winning lottery ticket in your hand with fifteen minutes left to claim the $2 million prize you‘d find a way to do it – even if you had to walk up hill in a snow 

storm – both ways - with a leg cast on!  Your job search is no different and no less lucrative (40 yrs x 50K = $2 million). This is your life. Take complete 

charge of it. Develop your plan and then start implementing it with resiliency. Parlay your series of jobs into a purposeful career. 

Resiliency is the quality which keeps Guerrilla Job Hunters focused on their goals and driving forward.  It‘s all about adopting a positive mind set no matter 

what.  Here‘s how you do it: write out your goal.   You should have your job hunting goals sitting in front of you every day and review it every day - morning 

and night and then execute that plan.  Guerrilla job hunters always look for the positives even when people and events are clearly indicating they shouldn‘t.  

Guerrilla job hunters need to look under rocks too.   

 

 

http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/10/the_3_rs_of_suc_2.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/10/the_3_rs_of_suc_2.html
http://www.jobdig.com/articles/397/Two_Job_Search_Success_Stories.html
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Day 4 

On the 4
th
 Day of Xmas --- Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me ---  

Four Questions to Ask  Headhunters 

What do you do if a headhunter calls you at work? 

1
st

 - Be flattered.   

If a recruiter calls you in most cases the recruiter‘s team has prequalified you.  If the first question you ask them is, ―where did you get my name?‖ 
they‘ll brand you as ―light‖ – not a good way to start a relationship with a career booster and economic ally.  Save that question for later.   

What do you do?   

1. Take the call only if you can speak without whispering.  If you can‘t talk freely, ask for their phone number and a convenient time to call 
back.  Better you say nothing than blow the call.  This also gives you an opportunity to look up the recruiter and their firm on LinkedIn to 
make sure the call is legit.  Take a minute to first read their personal profile and then click through to their ‗company page‘ on LinkedIn to 
see if they normally recruit people like you.  Check their web site too.  Can‘t find their site?  That‘s an early warning sign.   

2. Check if they‘re using a Yahoo, Hotmail, Gmail or other generic account on their LinkedIn profile.    Yes?  Be careful.  It may be a ruse 
from your employer trying to cull the ranks for deserters, ahead of an upcoming layoff.   

3. If they send an unsolicited email to your work address respond that you‘re not interested because employers can legally monitor your 
email.  Then send a follow up email from your hotmail account. 

Ask the recruiter the following four questions.  Do not deviate from the following exact sequence.  Recruiters are some of the savviest business 
people on the planet, so if you ask these questions out of order you won‘t get the answers you need.  

http://preview.tinyurl.com/y9gpvfa
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Are you on retainer or contingency? 

WHAT YOU SHOULD UNDERSTAND – You want to know how the recruiter is being compensated — retainer or contingency.  Learning 
this can tell you if the project is real or if they‘re just fishing.  It may also indicate how quickly you must decide whether you‘re interested in 
being considered.    If the recruiter is on retainer the project is real.  Go forward.  You have time to consider your options.  If the firm is on 
contingency the recruiter is likely under the gun to close the project before another firm does.  Time is of the essence.  You must move 
quickly if you are interested.  First, I suggest you ask the following: 

Do you have an exclusive? 

WHAT YOU SHOULD UNDERSTAND – If they have an exclusive it means that they are the only firm working on the assignment.  Listen 
to the recruiter describe the opportunity and decide if you want to go forward.  If they don‘t have an exclusive they are competing with 
other firms and possibly even the employer‘s own internal human resource people.  If you‘re out of work you may or may not want to throw 
your hat in the ring.  I suggest you read their LinkedIn profile and decide from there.   

Have you successfully placed people with this hiring manager before? 

WHAT YOU SHOULD UNDERSTAND – It pays to be cautious.  You need to decide if the recruiter has the capacity to represent you and 
get you an interview.  From the moment they forward your resume to the employer, the recruiter is entitled to be paid their full fee [for a 
period as long as a year or more] should that employer hire you, regardless.  Understand, even if you were to land an interview on your 
own during that period – the employer would need to pay the recruiter‘s fee, even if it was for a different job in a different department or 
division.  ―Hold on‖, you say, I don‘t even know who the employer is!‖  Too bad.  That‘s the Catch-22.  It‘s your responsibility to get as 
much information as you can and make an informed decision to forward your resume to the recruiter.  

Have you vetted the job description with the client, and may I have a copy? 

WHAT YOU SHOULD UNDERSTAND - If they haven‘t met with the client or vetted the job description with the client, it‘s not ideal for you, 
but it‘s not necessarily the end either.   Ask for a written copy of the job description.  Read it carefully and ask the recruiter as many 
questions as they‘ll allow. And make an informed decision to proceed.  Should the recruiter refuse [rare] I advise my closest friends to 
terminate the call.   Yes I have a few friends…  The recruiter is just looking to fill his database of candidates.  He/she may be performing 
business development and wants some new resumes to use in order to introduce himself to prospective companies.  
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Day 5 

On the 5th Day of Xmas  Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me:   

5 Golden Rules! 

 

It„s nnt about you – it„s abnut them.   

 The customer comes 1
st
. I cannot over emphasize this! Employers don‘t care about what you want to do or even who you are until after 

they‘ve hired you. So stop telling them about your dreams and start selling to their needs.   That starts with qualifying your prospects.  Before 
you start interviewing you need to know what a qualified prospect for YOU looks like.    

1
st
 choose a company lifecycle which suits you best     [start-

up, early phase, funded, or mature]  
 2

nd
, decide where you can best leverage your rolodex and 

experience.   
3

rd
 match your personal style to the industry.   

4
th
 make a promise that would interest your reader. 

 
When you line up all three elements successfully in one 
position you‘ll have a winning opportunity that suits you.   
No one says you can‘t have a little fun too! 

 

Optimize Your LinkedIn Profile!     

See Rule #1!!!   Rip a page from the SEO Guru Little Black Book.  Using keywords in your profile will make you easier to find. And SEO is 
easy! 

 
a. First, determine what words people looking for someone with your credentials might use in a search engine by going to 

SimplyHired.com. Look for jobs that match your qualifications. 

The “Promise” 

http://preview.tinyurl.com/y9gpvfa
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b. Then write your profile in a way to include those words. If you understand what the employer is looking for and include those terms 
they will find you when they are looking for someone with those qualifications. (You could also Google Jim Stroud‘s e-book, 
―Resume Forensics‖, for a guide to the Key Words recruiters use to find people.)  
 

You are the brand.  

 In today‘s world you need to create a LinkedIn Profile that makes you get noticed. You use SEO to be 
found AND  when they find you – you focus on what you know they need Rule #1.  But Your LI profile 
needs to be a reflection of not only your past experience but who you are as an individual because 
let‘s face it personality counts just as much as your credentials.  So, stuff it with attitude and make it 
uniquely yours.  Remember, you can‘t bore someone in to interviewing you so NO ―responsible for…‖ 
statements – that‘s what everyone else does AND it does not inspire or impress.  Focus on 
accomplishments and deliverables! 

 

Sex sells. 

Marketing and advertising people know it and you just proved it.  However, we usually associate being 
sexy with physical attractiveness – not your LinkedIn Profile.  Hello!  The principal is the same.  You‘re 
focusing on the hiring manager‘s desire for more.  More sales… More power… More prestige… Their 
desires!    

 
Now, honestly does your LinkedIn Profile so excite an employer that simply reviewing it compels them 
to stalk you, call you up and demand you interview with them?  Your LinkedIn Profile must: 

  Showcase what you have to offer; 
  Speak to their needs immediately; and 
  Brand you as desirable   

 
Boring job description based LinkedIn Profile are like flannel nightgowns…. They won‘t get you the attention you‘re looking for.   

 

What„s sexy tn an emolnyer?  

 
Among other things, accomplishments detailing $$$ made or saved – NOT a laundry list of duties and responsibilities. 

http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/06/skills_that_won.html
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Get recommendations.  

A recommendation is simply a testimonial on your LinkedIn 
profile, written by someone who knows your work.   And it's 
another basic that too many people neglect.  Tip: The best 
way to get recommendations is to give them, because 
LinkedIn prompts anyone you recommend to give one to 
you in return. Plan on giving at least three 
recommendations for every one you seek.   
 

 Endorsements.  People who can‘t think of 
what to say can now ―endorse‘ you for skills 
you claim to have.  Here‘s a great opportunity 
to use the power of Search Engine 
optimization [SEO] to reinforce your brand and 
back up the claims on your profile.   

 
 

 
 

 

Please note those are my 
endorsements and I didn‘t 
have to ask a single person. 
People completed it on their 
own. 
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Day 6 

On the 6th Day of Xmas - Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me:   

6 Tools to Download 

LinkedIn applications make using LinkedIn easier and extend its functionality. 

 

JobsInsider  

This free applet let‘s you see your inside connections for any job online at 
Monster, CareerBuilder, HotJobs, Craigslist, Dice, Vault, and many more. 

 

Vanity Profile  

Get a vanity profile.  Click this note for a full explanation. You can use it in your 
regular email, blog, put it on your resume…  there are a ton of good reasons to 
get a free Vanity Profile – besides looking hip – cool and in the know!!!. 

 

Slide Share  

If you have Power Points that demonstrate your proficiency in the area you want 
to be headhunted for then by all means upload them here.  Check to insure you 
aren‘t giving away proprietary information first though. 

 

http://preview.tinyurl.com/y9gpvfa
http://www.linkedin.com/static?key=jobsinsider_download&trk=jh_jobinsider
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MF7nYGP8aqs
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Box.Net  

Download and install this so you can link to your Guerrilla Resume. 
 

 

Wordpress  

Do you blog?  You should you know.  This free download will help insure your blog postings are seen by anyone looking at your profile in LinkedIn.  
Your posts will load on to your LinkedIn profile auto magically every time you do one.  For Guerrilla marketing for Job Hunters, my posts replicate 
across www.GM4JH.com, www.GuerrillaJobHunting.com, Amazon.com, LinkedIn, GoodReads and finally – out to Twitter.  I post once and the 
chain of events takes care of itself.  

 

 

LinkedIn Polls  

 Great tool to use to start discussions.  Terrific way to discover insider information on your Target List of Top 10 Companies.   

http://www.gm4jh.com/
http://www.guerrillajobhunting.com/
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Day 7 

On the 7th Day of Xmas  - Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me: 

7 Groups to Join 

 

One of the keys to getting hired of course is still networking. Of course the challenge is often finding people you can network with who already aren‘t 

―networked-out‖.   Fortunately, LinkedIn has made it possible to network from our computer keyboard and avoid those awkward mixers.   

Joining groups is ―free‖ but you can only belong to 50 and no more!  When LinkedIn was in its early days 5 years ago, you could belong to as many as you 

wanted to but there are no more than 1 million groups and it would be pointless to belong to them all and the strain on LinkedIn‘s servers would be 

unbearable.  With 50 groups you have more than enough capacity to cover off all the areas you need and still interact with group members in a meaningful 

way AND that‘s the point.  You want to be a contributing member and not a lurker.  Groups are all about demonstrating you have something to offer.  One 

of the first things you should do when you‘re considering joining a group is to read the ‗moderator‘s‖ which are posted on the welcome page you will first 

see.  Do you qualify?  Is the group for everyone and anyone or are there restrictions on who can join?  Look at who‘s a member already.  Are these people 

who may be interesting and influential?  Quality is important so look at the types of posts that are made daily and look at the level of interest and activity.   

Here are the top 7 Groups you should belong to: 

Ynur industry„s Peer Group 

By that I mean the group of like minded professionals that discuss the ins-and-outs of innovation and best-practices in your industry.  For example, if you‘re 

in marketing you would look to see what marketing groups may be of interest by going to the Groups Tab on your LinkedIn Profile Home page and typing 

―marketing‖ or the key words you need to use to find groups appropriate to you. 

http://www.gm4jh.com/
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Functional Groups that Deal with Ynur “Functinn”  

Both in your industry and across a broad base.  For example if you‘re in ―product marketing‖ you might want to belong groups like .  OR  ExecuNet – if 

you‘re in the 100k or more salary range then this networking venue is for you.  ExecuNet was founded 18 years ago as the premier networking site on 

the internet.  ExecuNet still holds that title.  They make it easy for senior-level 

http://www.gm4jh.com/freecd/professionals to connect directly with business 

decision-makers, executive recruiters, and their peers. Not only do they have a web 

site full of information and advice YOU CAN NOT find anywhere else, they also 

host 5-STAR speakers and authors. 

 

Your Target Companies. 

Join the groups run by your Top 10 companies.  You will be able to get an insiders 

view and see who their friends are and of course most companies advertise new 

openings on their home page and any groups they control or dominate.   

 

Recruiter Groups 

 Recruiter groups are interesting to read, especially those that cater to hard core 

contingency recruiters because they often deal with issues around how to find candidates and approach them.  You will cull some great competitive 

intelligence, so lurk and learn.   The education you‘ll receive in how the industry works and the ‗game‘ is played is invaluable. You may also find some 

that specialize in your area AND you may discover a few you may chose to avoid if they call you.   

Alumni Sites – Here I‘m suggesting you focus on college, fraternity and possibly former employee alumni from your Top 10 List.  Again 

here‘s an opportunity to reach out to you alumni and talk to them about what they‘re doing and what companies they may know that could use a 

person with your unique abilities.  If you find a colleague who‘s just landed a job similar to the one you‘re looking for, pick up the phone and ask them if 

they would share their contact list with you now that they have landed.  The Penn State and IBM Alumni are among the largest.   

http://www.execunet.com/
http://www.execunet.com/
http://www.gm4jh.com/freecd/
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Human Resource Groups in Your Profession or City   

As much to understand what they look for in a ‗qualified applicant‘ and how they think as the opportunities they may have OR people they may know 

that are in your TOP 10 List.  SHRM  

Career Advice and Job Search Sites   

There are a lot and you should carefully consider which ones you join AND hide the fact that you joined them on your LinkedIn Profile page.  You don‘t 

want to look desperate or that you‘re looking – if you‘re fully employed. 

1. Guerrilla Job Search – the group focuses on innovative job search tactics in line with the ones advocated in the book guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters 3.0 
2. A Job Needed – A Job Posted – Group is for all LinkedIn members searching for employment, posting employment or recruiters helping members find employment. 

3. Career Change Central – Group linking job changers and professionals in career transition with recruiters, hiring managers and career coaches. 

4. Career Rocketeer – Career Launch Network – Fastest-growing professional network for career search, career development and personal branding. 

5. CareerLink Network – Community providing job seekers spiritual, physical, social, mental, economic and personal growth to meet their ever-evolving needs 

6. Executive Suite – Community of over 100,000 US-based executive-level and recruiter members. 7.  8.  

9. Helping Friends Career Network (LI2HF) – Business and career network where entrepreneurs, hiring managers, recruiters, and talented professionals. 

10. IMPACT Hiring Solutions Job Search Network – Discussion and networking forum for executives seeking job opportunities. 

11. Indeed.com – Official job search group on LinkedIn for Indeed.com. 12.  13.  14.  15.  16.  

17. JibberJobber – Career Management – Network for executives, professionals, students and all those involved in the career services industry. 

18. Job Search Help – Discussion group for job seekers sharing advice and leads and networking to help one another. 19.  

20. JobAngels – Non-profit job search network of professionals helping other professionals find job advice and opportunities. 

21. Jobs Alert – Job search group for middle and senior-level managers worldwide. 22.  23.  24.  25.  

26. JobsDirectUSA – Official job search group on LinkedIn for JobsDirectUSA.com. 27.  28.  29.  30.  

31. Looking for a Job? – Group designed to allow job seekers to share ideas, network, post jobs, advise on job market trends and ultimately help them find work. 

32. MyCredentials – Career Presentation – Group helping members to network, expand their resumes and enhance their interview skills. 

33. Personal Branding Network – Consortium for all professionals looking to build powerful personal brands. 34.  35.  

36. Project: Get Hired! – Motivational support group exclusively for job hunters to share creative strategies and stay motivated. 

37. ResumeMaker Career Network – Forum connecting qualified job seekers with hiring managers and corporate recruiters. 

 

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1189487
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1189487
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1727767
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1800872
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/983057
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/599
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1426
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/2079
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1781587
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/39919
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/59081
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1713867
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1789016
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1931300
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1880575
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1819271
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/59838
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/37401
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/1816556
http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/589
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A few Success tips for Group Behavior: 

 Answer questions thoughtfully: Before you answer a question in an open forums make sure you understand the question been asked.   

 Ask smart questions: Keep the your questions on target.  They should be of interest to the group and not self serving. 

 Practice Quality over Quantity: don‘t go nuts asking questions OR answering every question posted.  You must appear to have a life outside 

LinkedIn.   

 Don‘t flame or openly criticize others in the Group.  You don‘t have to agree with them but you must be respectful or you may be ‗vanquished‘ 

from the Group. 
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Day 8 

 

On the 8th Day of Xmas - Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me: 

 

8 Rules for an Extraordinary LinkedIn Profile 

There are certain unwritten rules that if you adhere to will increase your chance of getting the attention you deserve. 
 

Be Relevant 

Presumably the reader has a job you‘re interested in, because the word or series of words they used in their Key Word Search found your resume.  
So SEO worked – now show how your experience fits their requirements.  Don‘t assume people can or will ―read between the lines‖ – they don‘t 
have time.  It‘s not their job and they don‘t care about you – yet.  You have 6-30 seconds to convince a reader that your resume warrants a 
complete read, an investment on their end of 5-6 minutes.  A recent poll I conducted among fellow recruiters revealed most spend less than 10 
seconds on a LinkedIn Profile before moving on the next.  Most, in fact, never get past the Tag Line let alone your carefully worded ―Summary‖ 
and, frankly, human resource managers are no better.   No one has time to waste waiting for a Job Seeker to get to the point… so the first rule of 
writing a LinkedIn Profile Summary  is to construct with the reader‘s needs in mind so they the information they need fast.  A little advance 
planning is called for.    
 

Target your Reader 

You need to understand who your ―reader‖ is because – different people read LinkedIn Profiles looking for different things.   

http://www.gm4jh.com/
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 Recruiters look for ―hot‖ marketable skills because they want to make money marketing you.  If your skill set is not in high 
demand, they won‘t call unless you are an exact fit for a job order they have. 

 Human Resource manages look for an exact skill fit with a job first, then your stability, then your personality type.  So If you‘ve 
rocketed through the ranks of your current firm I suggest you bundle ALL your job titles under one post.  Multiple posts in the 
same firm often make you look like a job hopper when people re skimming your profile.    

 Hiring managers look for skill sets first, then how flexible you are and finally your ability to learn on the job.   
 

Be Concise 

Your resume should not contain one more word than 
it needs – to make your point.  Ok? It‘s supposed to 
create interest not bore them to death.  Be a tease!  
Use Box.Net and Slide Share to attach your guerrilla 
resume and any Power Points you think may add 
―Value‖ to your candidacy.  Look at the way Wayne 
Eells summarizes his experience and philosophy 
below.     

Highlight your Strengths  

The reader can get the gist of your experience 
quickly.  You can elaborate at the interview.  
Whichever strengths (accomplishments) are the most 
relevant to your reader – they go first.  Always lead 
with your best foot forward. 
 
Highlight your contact details.   Make it easy for 
people to get in touch with you.   

Demonstrate Results 

Try writing Feature/Benefit style.  Use ###, %%%, 
and $$$ to emphasize your accomplishments.  One 
million dollars is less likely to be noticed than 

http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2010/03/job-seeker-goes-bizarre-in-pittsburgh-.html
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$1,000,000. Numbers and symbols jump off the page.  Make sure your endorsements are relevant to the accomplishments/skills/experience you 
want to be found for.   Or do what Wayne did and tell people how they can benefit from contacting you. 

Use Bullets  

Sentences, that is.  Short sentences are less effort to write and easier to read.   We live in a PowerPoint world.  They also give the reader a sense 
of action and energy.   

Give it POP!!! 

Power verbs like those below give your resume ―pop‖ that crisp Joe Friday delivery of ―just the facts ma‘a‘m – just the facts‖.  They‘re high energy 
and factual, making you appear to be a ―driver‖!  Just rewriting your LinkedIn Profile alone with these words will increase your chances of being 
interviewed by 50%.  Here are 35 of the hundreds of possibilities: 
 
Accelerated 
Accomplished 
Achieved  
Activated 
Addressed 
Admitted 

Aided 
Allowed 
Amended 
Analyzed 
Apportioned 
Approved 

Arranged 
Assessed 
Attained 
Augmented 
Balanced 
Brainstormed 

Calculated  
Certified 
Collaborated 
Committed 
Compiled 
Conceptualized 

Consented 
Contracted  
Convinced 
Coordinated 
Correlated 
Created 

Increased 
Initiated 
Invented 
Led 
Negotiated 
Started

     

 

Connect  the  DOTS  for  them 

Make it easy for the reader to see your fit - to their job.   
 
Before you write your LinkedIn Profile, research newspapers, job boards and internet ads for 
positions that are similar to the ones you‘ll be seeking and want to be FOUND for.    Ensure that the 
latest ―buzzwords‖ are prevalent.  Common key words and phrases like ―JAVA‖ or ―Audit Trail‖ or 
―channel management‖ or ―DWDM‖ should map to the bullets in your resume.    Scientists and senior 
executives should prepare an appendix of publications and papers as well.  Technical people need a 
separate Technical Summary page for easy identification of your skills – these go in your Box.net or 
Slide Share presentation modules

http://www.careerjournal.com/jobhunting/strategies/19980713-enelow.html
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Day 9 

On the 9th Day of Xmas - Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me: 

 

Nine Tools for Researching Leads 

 
There are a vast number of free services you can subscribe to that will bring information on hot new companies straight to your desktop every morning.  

JustSell.com for example delivers a list of all the companies in America that were newly funded.  They are categorized by state or province, complete with 

the contact numbers for their executives. 

Nearly every news paper that‘s available on the web has a News Alert function and you should subscribe to as many as you need to cover your interests.  

As well, SimplyHired.com and Indeed.com will deliver daily leads so you can focus your time and efforts on your Top 10 and the opportunities you find on 

LinkedIn.   

Are you willing to compete to win?  Then you have to research what your competition is doing.  By competition I mean every other job hunter who 
is working overtime to position their profile to be FOUND on LinkedIn by recruiters and employers.  
 

Emulate best practices for SEO 

 
Sure you can use LinkedIn's Search Tab to look at what your competition is doing but there‘s an easier way that avoids the pitfalls of not having a 
large network.  To find everyone you‘re competing with you For LinkedIn SEO dominance, need to go outside LinkedIn and use Google.   
 

http://www.gm4jh.com/
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Yes Google.  Because, Google indexes everything. 
Including everything inside LinkedIn – PLEASE 
NOT: Google does not index Facebook which is 
why LinkedIn still rules for job hunters who want to 
be found..  I will save you the "Boolean Search 
String" lesson and show you exactly what you have 
to do instead. 
 

 

 

Site Search on Google 

 
For our example we will go to Google and do a Site Search of LinkedIn.com Take a look at the example.  You need to use the command 
―site:LinkedIn.com‖ with the key words you are looking for.  
 
 
For this example I placed the key words I was searching for in the example between quotation marks like this "program manager".  You will 
replace the key words program manager with ones that are appropriate to your search. 
 
 
Of course we don't want to view them all - we just want to see the top 3-5 and assess them looking for how they structured their key words so that 
we can emulate them in your profile and hopefully appear ahead of them in the rankings.  To continue this experiment you will select the result 
from yiour search that says [key words] profiles | LinkedIn.  From the example above we would click on Program manager profiles | LinkedIn 
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Search Engine Optimize Your 

Profile  

Select the top result.  In this case it‘s Dwight David.   Mirror the words 

he used to describe himself and then test test test while making 

changes to your profile and see how your ranking increases.     

 
 
Experiment with your ―Title Tag‖.  Those are the words just below your 

picture.  Also experiment with where you place the words you want to 

be ―Found For‖ – in this case ―Program Manager‖.  Dwight has done 

something right to come up first on the screen… it is likely his use of 

the key word ―Program Manager‖ at the beginning of his Tag line.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

You should also take note of the individual LinkedIn Profiles Google 

delivered and vast their profiles because if a profile ranks highly in Google 

- by itself - then it's definitely worth your looking at to dissect and emulate. 
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LinkedIn Answers 

LinkedIn‘s ―Answers‖ feature is probably best for national brands as opposed to a small, local business.  You can search questions being asked by 
LinkedIn users and filter them by category and keyword to drill down to relevant questions you may be able to answer. You never know, one of 
these professionals may be looking for help that your company can provide.  

 LinkedIn Groups 

Use LinkedIn Groups to identify experts and influencers in various industries as well as answer questions that may be relevant to them to be 
found! {see Day 7}  

 Company Page Insight into the Industry 

You can drill down through a Company Page to get the latest 
news stories and understand and who‘s in your network and their 
association with company.  Do they work there?  Did they?  Are 
they a supplier?  All good information to know in order to 
understand the inside of your Top 10 List of employers 

You can see more than just who you know but also what jobs 
they‘re posting for.   

You also have info on 

 key decision makers  

 key employees at the company and how you‘re 

connected. 

 products  

 open positions  
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People also Viewed 

That box will tell you what similar brands that are considered to be alternatives to your brand.  And then -all you have to 
do is search around those companies that are listed. 

LinkedIn Ads 

LinkedIn ads are not expensive.  You could run a targeted ad campaign aimed at only those people on your Top 10 List.  Just like Grant Turk did 
with Facebook.   Pay for Click is your best option.  

Profile your ideal employer or hone in more tightly on your Top 10 Employers.   

Competitive Intelligence 

You can search the ―Question and Answer‖ categories for your 
industry keywords to see what people have been discussing.  
It‘s a great way to stay in the know and ahead of the curve.   
There are many more research features that you can explore 
within LinkedIn and getting a list of people to talk to is a good 
start.  Now you have to make those online connections in to real 
life connections.  Start by picking up the phone and saying ―Hi, 
my name is… and we‘re connected on LinkedIn…‖  LinkedIn is 
a ‗brotherhood ‗ and you‘re in it so you‘re really not going to be 
treated like a complete stranger.   

Hey! Santa has been keeping a naughty and nice list for 
decades --- seems like a good idea to me! 
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Year in Review 

A great feature in Linkedin that you may not know about or 
may not know what to do with is ―Year In review‖.  Do you 
keep up with the moves people make in your network on 
LinkedIN? If you do you can ask people for leads when 
they‘ve landed. 

Up to 70-80% of your success in finding a job hinges on 
your ability to build and use a network of contacts — people 
who can alert you to new job openings and help you get 
hired. 

When you are referred to a hiring manager by one of their 
employees, you benefit from the trust that exists between 
them. And it gives you an almost unfair advantage over 
other job seekers who come in via the classified ads or the 
Internet. It‘s like cutting to the front of the checkout line. 

Contact 10 people a day for the next 25 days and say these 
words when you call or write: ―I‘m looking for a position 
where I can help a ___ company with my expertise in ____. 
Who do you know  that I could talk to?‖ Try to get at least 3 
names from each person. 

Be sure to THANK your contacts for every name they give 
you. Then, ask each contact to please pass your name and 
phone number on to anyone they think of later whom you might be able to help. 

(Notice, you‘re not begging for a job here. You‘re offering to help a company with your expertise. Big difference. And it gives you the enthusiasm 
that encourages others to respond.) 

 

http://yir.linkedinlabs.com/
http://www.gm4jh.com/classified-ads/
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Day 10 

On the 10th Day of Xmas -  Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me: 

10 Super Motivators 

As you can probably tell I‘m pretty practical.  A block & tackle kind of just-get-at-it guy.   

I know you know that looking for job is a sales and marketing activity.  I also know that the loneliness of prospecting whether for a job or new business will 

eventually get even the toughest battle hardened war horse down.  No. No. No. Is not Yes-Yes-Yes!!!   So you have to have a reliable way to beat the 

stinking thinking. 

 Here are the best people I think you should connect with or follow in order to 

keep your spirits up and focus on target.  

Doug Smith – a new friend of mine who proves daily, that mind over 
matter happens.  You can‘t listen to Doug for 5 minutes without feeling 
upbeat.  Drafted 2nd overall into the NHL at age 18 years 2 weeks and 
was the youngest player to ever play for the Los Angeles Kings at the 
time. Also played for the Buffalo Sabres, Edmonton Oilers, Vancouver 
Canucks and Pittsburgh Penguins for Roger Neilson, Pat Quinn, Scotty 
Bowman, Glen Sather. A broken neck and spinal cord injury in Europe 
ended the professional sports career at age 29.   That tragic accident on 
the ice, that crushed his 5

th
 cervical vertebrae ended a bright future in the 

NHL, but opened a whole new world of opportunity for him.  Doug‘s life is 
inspiring.  Little wonder Doug recently received the Queens Silver Jubilee 
Medal. 

http://www.gm4jh.com/
http://www.dougsmithconnected.com/
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Chris Russell -  is the ―voice‖ of job hunting as the Online Job 

Search Guy at Secrets of The Job Hunt and Jobs in Pods.  This should 
become your premier source for a daily dose of job hunting insight and 
intelligence. Not only does Chris podcast interviews from some of the 
world‘s finest job hunting experts but he also interviews the employers 
so you can understand what employers are looking for in new hires and 
how they think.  Download to your iPod or listen from your computer. I 
can‘t believe this is free! 

 
 
 

 

Guy Kawasaki – Guy launched the first Mac computer and 

hasn‘t stopped innovating.  His views on capturing a prospects interest 
[that‘s an employer for you] are always ‗fresh‖ poignant and logical.  His 
―How to Change the World‖ blog is billed as the ―practical blog for 
impractical people.  It‘s certainly is.   
As CEO of Garage Technology Ventures he‘s got a better grip on what 
investors are interested in… including people. 
 
 
 

 
 

Jeffrey Gitomer – a fast track to success.  Jeffrey‘s site and his 

books in general are a treasure-trove of sales, service and success 
information.  Get his free sales Caffeine Newsletter delivered to your email 
inbox FREE every Tuesday and you‘ll get a jolt of inspiration and rational 
thought unlike anything else you‘ve ever read. 
 

http://twitter.com/#!/chrisrussell
http://www.secretsofthejobhunt.com/
http://blog.guykawasaki.com/#axzz167xLfDQ0
http://blog.guykawasaki.com/2006/08/the_inside_scoo.html
http://www.gitomer.com/index.cfm?GitAction=Ezine.SalesCaffeineEzine
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Tony Robbins – has made a made a science out of 

thinking big and outside the box AND then actually doing 
something about it!  His personal story is an uncommon rags-
to-riches-to-rags-to-riches compendium of everything you can 
do when you‘re motivated, to not stay stuck.  The tactics 
learned here will get you focused and pumped up faster than 
anything else you can do. 
 
 
 

 
 

Brian Tracy – Is a prolific writer on human potential and sales.  A 

major source of stress job hunting is the ―fear of rejection‖ and Brian‘s 
weekly ―sales tips‖ will not only teach yo how to blow past the negatives but 
also how to turn a no into a maybe and a maybe into a yes.  I‘ve been 
receiving Brain‘s free ―sales Success‖ newsletter for more years than I can 
count.  In every issue you‘ll learn selling techniques you can apply 
immediately to your job hunt. 

 

 

Tory Johnson - CEO and Founder of Women For Hire CEO 

which is the leading global online AND offline network for women in 
business. Upbeat and personable she not only writes to inspire she 
conducts informative and powerfully uplifting events on networking 
with plenty of tips for job hunters.  She’s also the founder of Spark & 
Hustle 

http://www.tonyrobbins.com/
http://www.briantracy.com/
http://www.sparkandhustle.com/
http://www.sparkandhustle.com/
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Jay Levinson - revolutionized the way marketers do business 

by defying the conventional wisdom that effective marketing means 
spending big bucks.  He devised highly successful marketing strategies 
that rely on creativity, imagination and energy—instead of money—to 
get the job done.   In Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters, Jay and I 
show you exactly how to apply the power of guerrilla marketing with 
little-known strategies from top recruiters to dramatically increase your 
job hunting success.  Competition to get noticed and chosen for the 
very best professional opportunities is stiff. No matter how talented 
you may be, there are many others also vying for that top spot.    
 
 

 

Bill Vick – The saying goes some people make things happen – 

some people watch things happen and some wonder what happened!  Bill 
Vick is one of America‘s oldest and most accomplished recruiters, an 
accomplished speaker and author AND a very generous man.  Generous 
with his knowledge in particular on the inner working of the $197 billion 
dollar recruitment industry in America – insight you as a job hunter should 
devour!     

 
 
 
 
 

Mark Haluska is the guerrilla job search ‗super coach‘ who 

runs the best Job Search boot Camp in America bar none!   While Mark 
has been a friend and colleague for more that 15 years and read every 
word I wrote in all three editions of Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters 
before I filed it with my publisher. – it‘s the passion and dedication he 
shows job hunters on his boot camp that puts him over the top.  His 
PsychoApe.com web site is loud and proud!   

http://www.gmarketing.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Guerrilla-Marketing-Job-Hunters-3-0/dp/1118019091/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1302359468&sr=1-1
http://www.billvick.com/
http://psychoape.com/
http://psychoape.com/
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And if that isn‘t enough then LinkedIn has added a new feature on the site for members to follow over 100 of the world's most influential people, 
through their blogs without ever leaving LinkedIn.  You can now get insights from the likes of Tim O'Reilly, Deepak Chopra, Richard Branson and 
the oh-so-creative Arianna Huffington.  They are writing long blog posts covering everything from happiness to entrepreneurship.  The service is 
free and available directly on your LinkedIn home page 
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Day 11 

 

On the 11th Day of Xmas - Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me: 

11 Ways to be Synergistic 

 
The successful job search all boils down to one word -- synergy.  
 
Synergy is defined as ―the interaction of two or more agents so that their combined effect is greater than the sum of their individual effects.‖  
LinkedIn is your job search ―Be Found‖ platform – now you‘ve got to step it up.  Let me explain.   
 
Synergy is the difference between John, Paul, George and Ringo 
(individual musicians) and The Beatles (a magical combination). 
 
You want to be like the Beatles.   
 
Most job seekers apply for positions haphazardly -- sending out an 
email resume for this opening, a printed resume for that one, 
sometimes following up and most often not.  
 
But you‘ll get far better results -- and create synergy -- if you first 
write out a job search calendar, to schedule your efforts over the 
next 60-90 days. Then, follow your plan and systematically use as 
many tactics as possible for each job you apply for. Organizing 
your efforts this way will focus your job search, like sunlight 
through a magnifying glass. 
 

http://www.gm4jh.com/
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Here‘s how to create synergy and job search magic, in 5 easy steps. 

Step 1 -- Choose your target job 

You can do so by picking a job title (example: Sales Manager) or skill set to shoot for (example: sales, marketing, management). No target job = 
no results in your job search. Because you can‘t score if you don‘t have a goal. 
 

Step 2 -- Choose your tactics 

There are many. Among the most effective is networking with your personal and 
professional contacts. Let people know you‘re in the job market and tell them 
what you‘re looking for. Then ask this question: ―Who do you know that I should 
be talking to?‖ This one question can double or triple the size of your network. 
Other job hunting tactics include submitting your resume to online job postings, 
the newspaper classifieds, recruiters and temp agencies. But try to spend 80% of 
your time networking. 
 

Step 3 -- Plan your work. 

Create a job search calendar. This time of year, you can get free wall calendars 
from many stores and businesses. Any calendar will do, so long as there‘s room 
to write brief notes for each day. Map out the next 30-90 days with specific goals 
for every day, such as visiting 5 Web sites, calling 10 networking contacts and 
mailing 7 resumes.Post your job search calendar prominently. Then … 
 

Step 4 -- Work your plan. 

Devote at least 3-5 hours a day to your job search if you‘re currently employed, 
and 5-8 hours a day if you‘re unemployed. Recognize that your job search is a job in itself, the most important one you have right now. And that 
means you look for work EVERY day, Monday through Friday. Because just one day skipped per week equals a 20% loss in output. You can‘t 
afford that. 
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Step 5 -- Fail your way to a new job. 

As you follow your job search plan and contact all those people every day, you‘re going to hear one word more than any other: ―No.‖ 
Learn to embrace failure like Thomas Edison, who ―failed‖ 10,000 times before inventing the light bulb. He said: ―Every wrong attempt discarded is 
another step forward.‖ Every ―no‖ you hear in your job search is another step closer to the one ―yes‖ you need to get that position you really want.  
There are only two words you need to listen for in a successful job search - Yes and No.  No simply means ―Not Today‖.  ―No‖ means you failed to 
articulate your value – so you repackage and re-pitch.  Don‘t slow down and wait double your efforts on new prospects for every maybe.   
 
By following this five-step formula, you can create synergy, magic and the job offer you‘re dreaming about. 
 
Here are eleven tactics to pair with your LinkedIn efforts.  These aren‘t just my favorites- they‘re the favorites of thousands of guerrilla job hunters even 
when it‘s not Christmas. 

Starbucks Coffee Cup Caper 

Trojan Cover letter 

Send ½ your resume 

Write a prospecting letter 

Send a letter stating you’re over qualified. 

Do a Competitive Analysis 

Call Human Resources 

Get a job-search buddy 

Use personal letterhead and envelopes 

Recruit your Tribe 

Become "The Expert" 

 
 

In the end it‘s your life… and you‘re unique, so don‘t do exactly what others have done.  

http://www.gm4jh.com/press-and-media/news-releases/jobless-michigan-woman-pries-open-employer-doors-with-empty-starbucks-cup/
http://www.gm4jh.com/the-trojan-thank-you-note-explained/
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2005/11/_3_of_47_ways_t.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2005/11/_5_of_47_ways_t.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2005/12/6_of_50_ways_to.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/01/2_0f_50_ways_to.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/02/_10_of_50_ways_.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/06/7_buddy_system.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2006/05/11_0f_50_ways_t.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2005/11/_46_of_47_ways_.html
http://guerrillajobhunting.typepad.com/guerrilla_job_hunting/2005/11/become_the_expe.html
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Day 12 

 

On the 12th Day of Christmas - Guerrilla Marketing for Job Hunters revealed to me: 

 

12 Happy Success Stories 

The following job search Success Stories are but a sample of the thousands upon thousands of job hunters who have created their own LUCK by 
embracing the guerrilla challenge to be bold and present their unique capabilities in new ways.   

Gail Neal 

I took a commission-only sales job at cemetery. I thought it was the ultimate recession-proof job. I was 
wrong – almost a year later I was actually ―broker‖ than when I started. It was time to find something else 
to do.   Easier said than done. The June 2009 unemployment rate in Detroit, Michigan was 25-30%.  I 
considered myself a savvy job seeker. I attended every free or nearly free (because, of course, I had no 
money) networking event I could find. I followed up on every lead. I did my research and sent resumes to 
the owners, presidents, or department heads of my target companies. Results? Through the entire 
summer of 2009 I had a grand total of zero interviews.  READ GAIL‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE  

http://www.gm4jh.com/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/gail-neal/
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Mary Berman  

I had gotten laid off from my job of eleven years in advertising. When the big three took a dive here in Detroit, so did the automotive print business. 
I knew the job market was going to be tough, but thought with my advertising/marketing background, I would be able to brand myself in some way 
and land a job without any problems.  I made cards to pass out, attended networking groups, and even developed my own website. I worked hard 
networking and put numerous hours in on the computer sending out resumes.  I did more than most and thought I would have some success, but 
this job market turned out to be a tough one, they were getting 800-1000 resumes every job I applied for. Here I was, seven months later I had not 
had one interview!  READ MARY‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE 

Grant Turck 

I needed a job in 2009, but like getting a movie made in Hollywood I knew it wasn’t going to be easy, especially in California where the 
unemployment rate was already over 11%! I would need to stand out, but how? Armed with the knowledge from Guerrilla Marketing for Job 
Hunters 2.0 I crossed my fingers and chose my secret weapon: Facebook Advertising.‖ READ GRANT‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE  

 

 

Kenrich Chatman 

I was one of 700K+ professionals who lost their jobs. I was fairly confident that I would land a comparable 
or better position quickly; like I did previously in my career. Three months later, I quickly realized that this 
job market was the worst many Americans and I have faced in our lifetimes. Likewise, I knew I needed to 
really distinguish myself from the competition  READ KENRICK‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE  

http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/mary-berman/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/grant-turck/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/kennrick-chapman/
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 Jade 

―I was a soon-to-be college graduate in the USA on an international student visa.  I was looking to relocate to a different state with minimum 
industry experience. Oh and this story takes place in the middle of the financial meltdown of 2008. Additionally, I had to find a job within three 
months which is when my student visa expires. Was I crazy? Just a tad but I knew what I wanted and one way or another I will get it.‖  READ 
JADE‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE 

 

Tom McAlister 

I was in a challenging spot, professionally.  But a combination of guerrilla tactics, personal 
branding and fortuitous timing got me back in the game.  Several events conspired to create 
Brand Man, my fictional alter ego.  The first was the economic crisis of 2008-2009 and the 
subsequent implosion of the job market.  I knew there would be lots of qualified candidates 
applying for the same positions I was targeting.  Plus, I was at a disadvantage because I had 
been doing contract and freelance work for the previous year and a half.  I knew I would need to 
do something interesting in order to stand out among a crowded field, in other words, and that’s 
how Brand Man came to be.  READ TOM‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE  

Erica C. 

Having been a self-employed business owner for the past eight years, it hasn’t been necessary 
for me to undertake a ―job search‖ for quite some time, and I quickly realized the task of  landing a job (that I wanted), was going to be the biggest 
challenge I’ve faced to date.  After three months of my search consisting solely of submitting my resume to job listings on job boards and no 
interviews to result from that strategy, I realized I needed to change my tactics — I found your book on Amazon and I immediately started 
implementing many of the suggestions (a LinkedIn profile, using Hoovers to research companies), and most effectively, I started networking.  
READ ERICA‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE  

http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/jade/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/jade/
http://www.gm4jh.com/guerrilla-tactics/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/tom-mcalister/
http://www.gm4jh.com/job-boards/
http://www.gethiredonlinkedin.com/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/erica-c/
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Darryl Praill 

It’s interesting how life works out sometimes.  While I began my professional life as a computer programmer, I’d slowly evolved my career from 
creating bits and bytes to instead marketing bits and bytes.  And I was good at it.  I’d won numerous awards and accolades including raising over 
$75 million in funding across multiple companies.  I was part of an executive team that raised the most ever money for a software company in 
Canada.  The only job I’d ever had to look for was my first one after graduating college.  Even then I’d had multiple offers.  Life had been good to 
me and I felt that I had accomplished a level of success for which very few ever achieve.   READ DARRYL‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE  

Chad Lemke 

I was a first career executive and had spent all or most of the previous twelve years expanding my 
responsibility and furthering the careers of those around me.  Sometime after the third ownership change, I 
found myself negotiating the terms of my release from the VP role that had been my pinnacle accomplishment.  
It was the end of an amazing run.   READ CHAD‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE  

Kevin Watson 

… the high-tech meltdown resulted in an unprecedented increase in probability of experiencing a permanent 
layoff, the likes of which had never been seen in the sector or the rest of the economy. High-tech workings in 
Ottawa-Gatineau, a major technology cluster, were hit particularly hard. Those laid off saw a steep decline in 
their earnings – well above that experienced by any other group, even during the jobless recovery of the 
1990s. Among laid-off high-tech workers overall, about 4 in 5 (80%) did not find jobs in the sector and about 1 
in 3 moved to another city. In Ottawa-Gatineau, about 2 in 5 left the city. (Source Statistics Canada 2007). 
READ KEVIN‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE 

http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/darryl-praill/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/chad-lemke/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/kevin-watson/
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Greg Quirk 

There were two different ways I was able to achieve interviews that ended up with a job.  As they used different tactics, I wanted to share both with 
you.    Company #1: I was able to secure multiple rounds of interviews with a company by following many of the tactics outlined in the Guerrilla 
Marketing for Job Hunters book.  To start with, I prepared a Coffee Cup Caper, which included a copy of my Guerrilla Resume, a Guerrilla Cover 
Letter and a StarBuck’s coffee cup.  I sent this via FedEx and called the CEO shortly after he received it.  While they did not have a specific 
requirement, he was intrigued and set up an interview for when he returned from his holidays.  READ GREG‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE  

 Jeff Kruzich 

I became part of the great American Layoff trend in September of 2009. Having been in sales for over 20 years, I was 
confident I would be able to find another Sales Manager job. 5 years earlier I had been laid off and had another position 
within 3 months so I wasn‘t worried.  I had interviews with 3 companies within the first 2 months and made it to the final 
two for two of those companies. One, the job got put on indefinite hold, the other they hired someone who had industry 
experience. Now it was December 2009 and everything came to a screeching halt. There were no new postings on the 
internet and every lead I had vaporized.   READ JEFF‘S SUCCESS STORY HERE 

Bill McCausland 

During the financial crisis, my well-paying Sales & Marketing position within the automotive industry in Southeast Michigan was eliminated.  Living 
in one of the worst job markets, how does one beat the odds by finding, not only employment, but advance my career?  Fortunately, I had taken 
many steps of a Guerrilla Job Hunter.  READ BILL‘S  SUCCESS STORY HERE 

 

We look forward to hearing your success story soon!  

 

http://www.gm4jh.com/coffee-cup/
http://www.gm4jh.com/guerrilla-job-hunting-tools-tactics-and-strategies/resume-writing/
http://www.guerrillaresumes.com/
http://www.guerrillaresumes.com/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/greg-quirkgreg-quirk/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/jeff-kruzich/
http://www.gm4jh.com/g3downloadpage/bill-mccausland/
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Merry Christmas 

From all of us at  

 

Perry-Martel International  

& 

Guerrilla Job Search International 

http://www.perrymartel.com/
http://www.gm4jh.com/

